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JEA 1H13 - HOME MOVIES

Non-Continuous
Time Code!

Bosman II  (1950s)

[u-bit #19200039]

                    <continued from 1H12>
                    [color]
13:00:11      Democratic Convention interior - one sign reading “Estes (Kefauver) for V-President”
13:03:57      four young girls dressed-up walking on sidewalk in suburban neighborhood
                    LS woman leaving house walking on sidewalk, man (father) in uniform with two girls,
                    mother sitting on steps with girls
13:06:25      African-American nanny sitting on steps outside front door of house, two girls
                    coming and sitting on steps with her
13:06:49      children playing, station-wagon parked in front of house
13:07:48      POV from boat
13:08:02      man walking by at Canadian immigration checkpoint?
13:08:54      girls on ocean beach
13:10:48      girls in bathing suits getting out of station wagon, carrying intertube to beach
13:11:35      dressed-up girls in backyard
13:12:48      women with children in swimming-pool
13:14:59      girl with small suitcase on sidewalk
13:15:22      family indoors
13:16:47      riverboat steamship
13:17:14      family sitting in living-room
13:18:45      Christmas tree, toys
13:19:12      damaged houses and buildings from storm?
13:20:09      castle exterior with fountains, traffic
13:20:31      harbor - boat with large letters on it’s side: “Showboat” and other boats, bridge in background
13:21:17      MLS women at newspaper stand
13:21:26      POV from boat on canal - possibly Holland
13:21:59      house
13:22:18      woman and girls walking across street to palace
13:22:57      uniformed guard at palace gates
13:23:11      street scene in front of palace with traffic and bicycles
13:24:37      people looking at house exterior with walls covered with plates?
13:24:55      street scene - POV from car (sticker in front window of car: “1959”
13:25:16      hotel exterior - probably Germany
13:25:21      scenes at river with vineyards, mountains in background, ships on river
13:26:25      sign: “Coca-Cola - Zu den Vier Jahreszeiten”, PAN to castle on mountain top
13:26:46      street scene at night with neon signs, store window displays, neon sign: “Woolworth Haus”
13:27:48      exterior house
13:27:58      LS children on swings
13:29:05      LS school building?
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13:29:15      sign “Kingsbury Place - Private” on pillars at entrance to palace
13:29:37      family in wood paneled station wagon with suitcase on top, palace in background
13:30:03      LS palace
13:30:35      statue of figure on horse, traffic
13:30:50      family in station wagon
13:31:07      Germany - street scene with lot of parked cars including Volkswagen beetles,
                    view over buildings
13:31:50      family on deck of liner “Compeche Calais” posing with icebergs? in background
13:33:44      view of swan on river/canal through city, buildings along canal
13:34:04      woman and children at picnic table
13:34:14      sign “Rastplatz” (rest stop at highways)
13:34:39      chimney sweep on bicycle
13:34:52      castle
13:35:09      LS car of leaving ferry with cars in foreground, people watching; car with stickers “USA” and
                    “1962” and VW beetle among parked cars
13:35:56      exterior castle
13:36:30      ocean
13:36:46      rural landscape
13:36:56      POV of city and harbor from ferry, docks
-13:37:34

[u-bit #0CE0039]
L-537.2
(1940s)

                    [b/w]
09:38:32      “Ansco”, baby in stroller in yard in suburban neighborhood with mother and father

                    [color]
09:42:26      family on sidewalk, getting into auto
09:44:53      baby in crib indoors
09:46:08      family in front yard

                    [b/w]
09:49:52      family with baby on front porch
-09:53:37


